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Tumor-specific T cell-mediated
upregulation of PD-L1 in
myelodysplastic syndrome cells
does not affect T-cell killing

Valentina Ferrari 1*, Alison Tarke1, Hannah Fields1,
Tiffany N. Tanaka2, Stephen Searles3 and Maurizio Zanetti 3*

1PersImmune, Inc., San Diego, CA, United States, 2Moores Cancer Center, Department of
Hematology and Oncology, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA, United States, 3The
Laboratory of Immunology, Department of Medicine and Moores Cancer Center, University of
California San Diego, La Jolla, CA, United States
The PD-1:PD-L1 axis is a binary interaction that delivers inhibitory signals to T

cells, impeding both immune surveillance and response to immunotherapy.

Here we analyzed a phenomenon whereby tumor-specific T cells induce PD-

L1 upregulation in autologous MDS cells in short-term culture, through a

mechanism that is cell-contact-independent and partially IFNg-dependent.
After investigating a panel of small-molecule inhibitors, we determined that

PD-L1 upregulation was attributed to the PKR-like ER kinase (PERK) branch of

the unfolded protein response. Interestingly, we found that the cytotoxic

capacity of tumor-specific T cells was not impaired by the expression of PD-

L1 on MDS target cells. These results highlight a little appreciated aspect of PD-

1:PD-L1 regulation in hematologic cancers and indicate that this phenomenon,

while likely to hinder autochthonous immune surveillance, may not be an

obstacle to immunotherapies such as personalized adoptive T-cell therapy.

KEYWORDS

myelodyslastic syndromes, neoantigens (neoAgs), adoptive cell transfer (ACT),
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Introduction

Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) are a heterogeneous group of hematologic

malignancies characterized by bone marrow failure and peripheral cytopenia. The 2-

year survival rate is 15% for patients with higher-risk MDS who have failed standard-of-

care therapy with hypomethylating agents (HMAs), and the median survival rate is less

than 6 months for higher-risk patients who are refractory to, or have relapsed on HMA

treatment (1). Currently, the only curative treatment for these patients is hematopoietic

stem cell transplant (HSCT). However, due to older age and comorbidities, patients with
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MDS often are not eligible for HSCT (2, 3). More effective, less

toxic therapies are sorely needed for elderly patients affected by

MDS, and therapies that harness the patient’s endogenous

immunity and avoid non-specific cellular damage have

increasing clinical success in a variety of malignancies.

Personalized therapy by adoptive cell transfer (ACT) of

autologous T cells specific for MDS tumor cell neoantigens is an

attractive new approach to treat MDS patients (4, 5). A potential

drawback to this approach is the induction of PD-1 on the surface

of tumor-specific T cells and the presence of PD-L1 on tumor

targets, resulting in inhibitory interactions that suppress T-cell

responses. PD-L1 is a surface antigen that plays a major role in

suppression of the adaptive immune system by binding to its

ligand PD-1, which is present on the surface of activated T cells.

While the PD-1:PD-L1 interaction is an essential mechanism that

helps prevent autoimmunity, reports have shown that cancer cells

can also upregulate PD-L1 on their surface. Thus, cancer cell

upregulation of PD-L1 allows them to effectively evade immune

surveillance by ligating the PD-1 receptor on potentially tumor-

specific T cells. The regulation of PD-L1 expression is a topic of

significant interest owing to the success of immune checkpoint

inhibitor (ICI) therapy in solid tumors such as melanoma and

non-small cell lung carcinoma (6). Ongoing clinical trials

evaluating the efficacy of ICI among MDS patients are based on

data suggesting that these molecules are expressed on tumor and

immune cells after HMA treatment (7). However, the relationship

between tumor-expressed PD-L1 and sensitivity to ICI therapy is

not yet understood, warranting an in-depth analysis to better

inform future combination treatment regimens (8).

Here we analyzed potential mechanisms for PD-L1

upregulation on MDS tumor cells in the presence of

autologous tumor-specific T cells to better understand if ICI

therapy can be applied as a combination strategy with ACT. We

found that in MDS tumor cells the upregulation of PD-L1 is

contributed by both the unfolded protein response (UPR) and to

a lesser extent by IFNg. We also found that both PD-L1-

expressing and PDL-1-negative MDS tumor cells were killed

by T cells with equal efficiency. These results have implications

for immune-based treatment strategies for patients with MDS.
Materials and methods

Patient samples

Patients (n = 8) with intermediate-, high-, and very high-risk

MDS were recruited at the UCSD Moores Cancer Center

(NCT03072498), and samples were collected under a protocol

approved by the UCSD Institutional Review Board (IRB) and in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Prior to initiating

standard-of-care therapy, a leukapheresis for mononuclear cell

collection was performed using a COBE Spectra or Optia system.
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Induction of tumor-antigen-specific
T cells

Tumor-antigen (TA)-specific T cells were generated as

previously described (4). Briefly, CD8+ and CD4+ T cells were

stimulated with autologous monocyte-derived dendritic cells

(moDCs) pulsed for 2–4 h at 37°C with either irradiated,

autologous MDS cells or (1–5 mM) of neoantigen peptide pools.

Cells were fed every 3–4 days with 50–100 U/ml IL-2. The T cells

were restimulated once prior to testing in T-cell killing (TCK) assays.
TCK assay

Assay was performed as previously described (4). Briefly, target

MDS cells labeled with CellTrace Violet fluorescent dye (Life

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) were combined with TA-specific T

cells and incubated at 37°C. After 16–22 h, cells were stained with 7-

AAD to discriminate live and dead cells. The assay was analyzed on

an iQue Screener PLUS (Intellicyt), and the percentage of target

cells killed was calculated as ([live cells in control − live cells in test

samples]/live cells in control) × 100 = cytotoxicity (%).
IFNg release

Supernatants were collected after a 16- to 18-h coculture of

TA-specific T cells with their autologous MDS cells. IFNg was

captured using the QBeads assay (IntelliCyt) following the

manufacturer’s instructions and quantified on an iQue

Screener PLUS (IntelliCyt).
Transwell culture system

MDS cells were plated alone on the bottom portion of the

well prior to adding a Transwell insert. Tumor-specific T cells

and MDS cells were cocultured at a 10:1 effector:target ratio on

the top portion of the Transwell insert. After 24 h, the MDS cells

from the bottom portion of the Transwell were removed and

PD-L1 was assessed by flow cytometry.
Inhibition with small molecules

MDS cells were pre-incubated at 37°C for 4 h with small

molecules 4µ8C (30 nM), ISRIB (1 µM), and Salubrinal (70 µM)

prior to coculture with autologous tumor-specific T cells, without

the removal of the small molecules. After 18–20 h of coculture, cells

from each condition were harvested and stained with CD3, CD4,

CD8, PD-L1, CD33, and 7AAD, according to manufacturer’s

instructions. Samples were acquired on an iQue Screener PLUS

and analyzed using ForeCyt software (IntelliCyt).
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Results

Patient-derived MDS cells upregulate
PD-L1 in the presence of autologous TA-
specific T cells in a cell-contact-
dependent manner

We studied eight patients withMDS, four of which were subject

to whole-exome and transcriptome sequencing (4). To investigate

MDS:T-cell interactions, we first induced tumor-antigen (TA)-

specific T cells utilizing either irradiated autologous MDS cells or

neoantigen-derived peptides (4) (Table 1). After coculturing TA-

specific T cells with autologousMDS cells, we found that an average

of 51.1% ofMDS cells were PD-L1 positive (range 30%–75%), while

only 5.3% of MDS cells expressed PD-L1 at baseline (range 1.9%–

20%), corresponding to an average 9.6-fold increase in PD-L1

expression (Figure 1A).

To determine if PD-L1 would be upregulated by non-TA-

specific T cells, we selected three of the eight original MDS patients

(Pts 3, 11, 15) and stimulated their T cells with a pool of viral

peptides (CEF: cytomegalovirus, Epstein Barr virus, and influenza

virus) prior to coculture with autologous MDS cells. In all three

patients, the MDS cells did not upregulate PD-L1 in the presence of

autologous CEF-specific T cells (Figure 1B). This suggests that PD-

L1 upregulation is dependent on the presence of TA-specific

autologous T cells.

Next, we sought to determine if the upregulation of PD-L1 on

MDS cells cocultured with TA-specific T cells was cell-contact

dependent. To this end, we cocultured MDS cells in a Transwell

system so that tumor cells and T cells were separated by a

membrane. In this assay system PD-L1 expression on MDS tumor

cells was induced in all three patients analyzed (Figure 1C). The

magnitude of PD-L1 induction was similar to what was measured in

the direct coculture experiments (~7.5-fold increase). Based on this,

we transferred the conditionedmedia (CM) from cocultures ofMDS

cells with their autologous tumor-specific T cells (referred to as

“coculture CM”) onto MDS cells. We found that coculture CM was

able to upregulate PD-L1 on MDS cells with an average increase of

9.4-fold in three different patient-derived MDS cells (Figure 1D).
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Together, these data suggest that PD-L1 upregulation is induced by

the secretome of MDS:T-cell cocultures.
Blockade of IFNg and the PERK branch of
the UPR pathway attenuates PD-L1
upregulation on MDS cells

We next sought to determine the mechanistic basis for PD-

L1 upregulation in MDS cells following treatment with coculture

CM. Previous reports showed that PD-L1 can be induced in

MDS cells by IFNg and TNFa (9, 10), although a variety of other

factors (i.e., IL-10, FasL, and IL-17A) have been shown to

upregulate PD-L1 in other cancer types (11, 12). We treated

MDS cells derived from three patients with autologous coculture

CM in the presence of blocking antibodies for IFNg, TNFa, IL-
10, FasL, and IL-17 and compared the PD-L1 expression. Only

the anti-IFNg antibody reduced the PD-L1 expression on MDS

cells, albeit by only 1.9-fold over coculture CM control

(Figure 2A). In line with this finding, we detected IFNg in all

three coculture CM used in this experiment (range 20–68 pg/ml)

(Figure 2B). We then added the anti-IFNg antibody to the MDS:

T cell coculture (Figure 2C) and Transwell (Figure 2D) systems

and found a similar reduction in PD-L1 expression (1.4-fold and

1.5-fold, respectively). Together, these findings suggest that IFNg
is produced when T cells are cocultured with autologous MDS

cells and that in turn IFNg acts in a paracrine manner on MDS

cells to upregulate PD-L1. However, blocking IFNg had only a

modest effect on PD-L1 upregulation and no effect on T cell-

mediated lysis of MDS cells (Figure 2E), suggesting that PD-L1

expression in these experimental conditions may be the result of

yet another mechanism acting in combination with IFNg. To this
end, we explored the contribution of the (UPR), an

evolutionarily conserved homeostatic mechanism that cells use

to cope with metabolic (e.g., hypoxia or nutrient starvation) or

other cellular/environmental stressors (13). The UPR is an

emerging regulator of the tumor:immune interface (14) since

the induction of the UPR results in the upregulation of PD-L1 on

macrophages in solid tumors (15). Here we performed MDS:T-
TABLE 1 Characteristics of immunogenic stimulus and neoantigens (4).

Patient # of mutations Immunogenic stimulus Source gene Neoantigen

1 N/D XR tumor cells N/A N/A

2 6 Neoantigen WDR6 YYNRVHILGEPRPHFFGQMFVRLQLLRAV

3 8 Neoantigen CES2 EPTMRLHRLRARLSVVACGLLLLLVRGQG

4 7 Neoantigen MIB2 CGPSSRLMGWKPSESRGQSQSFQASGLQP

7 N/D XR tumor cells N/A N/A

9 9 Neoantigen HERC2 LGHGNRSPCDRPHVIESLRGIEVVD

11 N/D XR tumor cells N/A N/A

15 N/D XR tumor cells N/A N/A
XR, irradiated; N/D, not determined; N/A, not applicable.
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cell coculture experiments in the presence of a panel of small-

molecule inhibitors of UPR branches: (a) 4µ8C, an inhibitor of

the inositol-requiring enzyme 1 (IRE1a); (b) Salubrinal, an

inhibitor of eIF2a dephosphorylation downstream of PERK;

and (c) ISRIB, a small molecule that rescues translation in the

presence of eIF2a phosphorylation (16). We found that, of the

inhibitors tested, only Salubrinal reduced PD-L1 upregulation

on MDS cells (Figures 2F, G) suggesting that the PERK pathway,

but not IRE1a, is involved in PD-L1 upregulation on MDS cells.
PD-L1 expression does not affect the
ability of TA-specific T cells to kill
autologous MDS cells

To assess the effect of T-cell-induced upregulation of PD-L1 on

T-cell killing of MDS cells, we first measured the ability of TA-

specific T cells to kill autologous MDS cells in a conventional
Frontiers in Oncology 04
cytotoxicity assay. In the eight MDS patients analyzed, we found

that the percent cytotoxicity ranged from 28% to 76%, showing

effective T-cell killing of all autologous patient-derived MDS cells

(Figure 3A). When we analyzed the composition of TA-specific T

cells in each patient, we found that the majority of T cells were

CD8+ (range 53%–94%) (Figure 3B), with no significant correlation

between percent cytotoxicity and the frequency of CD8+ T cells

(data not shown). In addition, when Pt 5’s CD8+ and CD4+

cytotoxic T cells were isolated, both populations could induce

PD-L1 expression (Supplementary Figure 1A) and lyse their

autologous MDS targets at a similar frequency (Supplementary

Figure 1B).

To evaluate if the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction interferes with

lysis of target T cells, we performed cytotoxicity assays using TA-

specific T cells and autologous MDS cells in the presence of

either anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 blocking antibodies. As seen in

Figure 3C, the presence of blocking antibodies had no significant

effect on T-cell-mediated cytotoxicity of MDS cells. We
A C

B D

FIGURE 1

MDS cells upregulate PD-L1 in the presence of autologous TA-specific T cells. MDS cells from eight patients were analyzed for PD-L1
expression by flow cytometry in various experiments. (A) PD-L1 was measured at baseline (control) or after an 18–20-h coculture with
autologous tumor-specific T cells (n = 8). A representative histogram plot is shown to the right. (B) A subset of three patients was analyzed for
PD-L1 expression at baseline (control) or after an 18–20-h coculture with T cells activated with viral antigens (CEF: CMV, EBV, and flu peptides;
coculture). A representative histogram plot is shown to the right. (C) MDS cells from three patients were cultured in a Transwell system (with
MDS cells in the lower chamber and MDS:T-cell coculture in the upper chamber), and PD-L1 expression is shown. (D) MDS cells from three
patients were analyzed for PD-L1 expression after 18–20 h of treatment with coculture conditioned medium (CM) from their respective MDS/
autologous tumor-specific T-cell coculture. ***p < 0.001 by paired t test. ns, not significant.
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postulated that, since this patient’s MDS cells have low baseline

PD-L1 expression (5% PDL1+), the cytotoxic cascade might

occur more rapidly than the MDS cells increase PD-L1

expression. Therefore, we pretreated these MDS cells with or

without soluble IFNg to induce PD-L1 expression prior to the

cytotoxicity assay. PD-L1 upregulation had no impact on the

ability of T cells to kill MDS tumor cells since the percent lysis

did not vary between PD-L1+ or PD-L1- MDS cells at time 0

(Figure 3D) even though T cells expressed PD-1 (Figure 3E). In

addition, in the eight cell lines tested in Figure 3A, there was no

correlation between MDS cell PD-L1 expression and cytotoxicity

by autologous TA-specific T cells (Figure 3F). This demonstrates

that TA-specific T cells retained their ability to kill target cells

expressing the inhibitory receptor PD-L1, implying either that

the rapid process of killing is unaffected by PD-1:PD-L1
Frontiers in Oncology 05
interaction or that the inhibitory signals may be overridden by

alternative stimulatory co-receptors. In addition, we cannot

exclude the possibility that repeated exposure could eventually

lead to T-cell inhibition through the PD-1:PD-L1 axis.
Discussion

Here we report that PD-L1 expression onMDS tumor cells is

upregulated in the presence of autologous tumor-specific T cells.

We determined that PD-L1 upregulation in this model system is

mediated by a cell-contact-independent mechanism and

involves secreted factors. PD-L1 upregulation occurred not

only when MDS tumor cells and T cells were separated by a

Transwell insert but also when MDS cells were exposed to the
A CB

D E

F G

FIGURE 2

Blockade of IFNg and PERK pathways partially attenuates PD-L1 upregulation on MDS cells. (A) MDS cells from three patients were analyzed for
PD-L1 expression via flow cytometry after 18–20 h of treatment with coculture CM in the presence of blocking antibodies for IFNg, TNFa, IL-10,
FasL, or IL-17. (B) The amount of IFNg in the CM of cocultures of MDS cells and autologous tumor-specific T cells from three patients was
quantified using the QBeads supernatant assay. (C) MDS cells from three patients were analyzed for PD-L1 expression after an 18–20-h
coculture (C) or in Transwell coculture (D) systems in the presence of an IFNg neutralizer. (E) Neoantigen-specific T cells from Pt 3 were
incubated overnight with autologous MDS cells at three effector:target (E:T) ratios with or without an IFNg neutralizer. (F) MDS cells from three
patients (Pt 3, 11, and 15) were analyzed for PD-L1 expression after an 18–20-h coculture with autologous tumor-specific T cells in the
presence of 4µ8C (30 µM), ISRIB (1 µM), or Salubrinal (SAL, 70 µM). PD-L1 positivity was calculated by subtracting the percentage of PD-L1-
positive cells at baseline from the percentage of PD-L1-positive cells after coculture. (G) MDS cells from three patients were analyzed for PD-L1
expression after 18–20 h of coculture with autologous tumor-specific T cells in the presence of 17.5, 35, and 70 µM Salubrinal. PD-L1 positivity
was calculated as in panel (A) p values are the result of paired t-test, and bars represent the median. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. ns, not significant.
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conditioned medium of MDS:T-cell cocultures. We also found

that blocking either the PERK pathway or IFNg inhibited PD-L1

upregulation and that PD-L1 expression on MDS cells did not

inhibit their lysis by tumor-specific T cells.

Blocking IFNg decreased PD-L1 upregulation on MDS

tumor cells, which is consistent with previous findings on the

role of IFNg in inducing PD-L1 expression in a variety of

different cell types (17, 18), including MDS cells (17).

However, there is little evidence on which other signaling

mechanisms may also contribute to PD-L1 induction on MDS

cells. Here, we determined that beside IFNg, the UPR may also

play a role in increasing PD-L1 expression on MDS cells. We

found that the PERK pathway of the UPR, but not IRE1a,
contributes to T-cell-mediated PD-L1 induction in MDS.

However , on ly Sa lubr ina l , an inhib i tor of e IF2a
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dephosphorylation, decreased PD-L1 surface expression.

ISRIB, an inhibitor of eIF2A able to restore translation in the

presence of eIF2a phosphorylation, did not decrease PD-L1

surface expression. This is surprising as they are both inhibitors

of the PERK pathway, albeit with different mechanisms. A

limitation of our study is that since these small-molecule

inhibitors were added directly to the cocultures, their effects

on MDS cells vs. T cells could not be distinguished. These results

are at odds with reports that the IRE1a branch of the UPR

regulates PD-L1 expression in tumor-associated macrophages

(9) and in dendritic cells (19, 20). This argues that PD-L1

upregulation by the UPR is different in normal myeloid cells

(IRE1a pathway) compared to MDS tumor cells (PERK

pathway), an intriguing conundrum since MDS cells are tumor

cells of myeloid origin.
A

C

F

B

D E

FIGURE 3

PD-L1 expression does not affect tumor-specific T cells’ ability to kill autologous MDS cells. (A) Percent cytotoxicity of MDS cells cultured with
autologous tumor-specific T cells at an effector: target (E:T) ratio of 20:1. (B) Frequency of CD4+, CD8+, and CD4+CD8+ double-positive (DP) T
cells among tumor-specific T cells for the eight patients analyzed in this study. (C) Percent cytotoxicity of tumor-specific T cells cultured with
autologous MDS cells in the presence of the blocking reagents anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1. (D) Percent cytotoxicity of MDS cells from Pt 3 that
were (PD-L1+, black bars) or were not (unstimulated, purple bars) induced to upregulate PD-L1 and then cultured for 18 h with autologous
tumor-specific T cells. To induce PD-L1 upregulation, MDS cells were treated overnight (16–18 h) with 15 ng soluble IFNg; 96% of MDS tumor
cells were PD-L1+ prior to coculture. (E) Expression of PD-1 on resting (blue) or stimulated (red) T cells from Pt 3. (F) Correlation between
percent PD-L1+ MDS cells after coculture CM treatment and percent cytotoxicity when cocultured with autologous tumor-specific T cells. p
value was calculated by Spearman correlation. # number.
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A major objective of this study was to elucidate the potential

reciprocal regulation between the PD-1:PD-L1 axis and adoptive

cell therapy (ACT). Early results from clinical trials using

ipilimumab after HMA failure show a low overall response

rate of 3.4% (21), raising the possibility that the mechanism

driving PD-L1 upregulation may matter—a consideration

consistent with the fact that PD-L1 expression on antigen-

presenting cells is more predictive of response to ICI than PD-

L1 on tumor cells (22). In conclusion, we provide evidence for

the upregulation of PD-L1 in MDS cells as a consequence of

cognate and non-cognate interactions between MDS cells and

autologous tumor-specific T cells, and that the de novo surface

expression of PD-L1 on MDS cells is not sufficient on inhibit T-

cell-mediated killing. These findings have direct relevance on the

use of ICI in combination with ACT in MDS and suggest that

blocking PD-1:PD-L1 would provide little or no benefit in a

combination therapy. Given the efficacy of MDS cell lysis by

neoantigen-specific T cells, our results suggest that ACT should

be considered in combination with lymphodepletion and

interleukin expansion strategies (5).
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